
Production Compilation: A versatile cognitive
mechanism
The goal of cognitive modelling with cognitive architectures is to explain as much of
cognition as possible using only a small set of explanatory mechanisms. In this article I
will focus on a particular mechanism, production compilation,1 within a particular
architecture, ACT-R.2 Production compilation is a mechanism that learns new production
rules on the basis of existing rules and declarative knowledge. The basic mechanism is
very simple, but the combination with other ACT-R mechanisms and some general
cognitive strategies allows for a broad spectrum of models that all entail learning a
particular skill on the basis of discovery, experience and instruction.

ACT-R
A fundamental assumption of the ACT-R theory is the distinction between a declarative
(fact) and a procedural (rule) memory. Declarative memory contains pieces of knowledge
that are open to conscious inspection, consisting of episodic knowledge, self-derived
facts and knowledge gained through perception. Each fact in declarative memory has an
activation value that reflects its past relevance and connection to the current context.
Procedural memory contains rules that act upon the current goal and state of the
perceptual and motor systems. With each rule a utility value is maintained that represents
an estimate of its success rate and costs. Production rules are not open to conscious
inspection.

Production compilation
The production compilation mechanism generates a new rule whenever two rules fire in
sequence. The two rules are combined into one new rule that performs the same function
as the two original rules. If the two rules interact with declarative memory, i.e., when the
first rule request a certain fact from declarative memory and the second rule uses the
knowledge in some fashion, this fact from memory is substituted directly into the new
rule. Although production compilation always specializes rules, it can nevertheless
achieve some sort of generalisation when the rules comprise some general cognitive
strategy that is applied to a specific example. I will illustrate this by giving two examples.

Example 1: Learning the English past tense
When children learn the past tense, they at some point discover the regularity in regular
past tenses, which is that the past tense is the stem plus –ed. This rule can be learned by a
model that tries to use an analogy strategy to generate past tenses.1 Given a verb that has
to be inflected for past tense, the model attempts to retrieve an example from declarative
memory (see Figure for an example). If this example is not the word we try to find (e.g.,
we try to retrieve the past tense of walk but instead find the past tense of work) then the
model will try to find a pattern in the retrieved example an apply this to the current verb.
In the case of work – work-ed, the pattern is to add –ed after the stem. Production
compilation will specialise the analogy strategy on the basis of the —in this case—
regular example, producing the regular rule. The model produces the U-shaped learning



effect associated with learning the past tense, and does so without external feedback on
its own behaviour, contrary so several existing models of the past tense.

Example 2: Learning Air Traffic Control
When people have to learn a new complicated task, they are initially very slow and make
many errors. As experience progresses behaviour becomes faster, and the number of
errors decreases. This behaviour can be explained by a model that starts with a
declarative representation of the task instructions and production rules that interpret these
instructions. After some initial practice on a new task, experience will build up, and those
experiences can be retrieved later when a similar situation occurs. We3 modelled this
process in the case of the Kanfer-Ackerman Air Traffic Controller task,4 a task in which
several types of planes have to be landed on several different types of runways in
different weather conditions. The Figure shows two examples of how production
compilation can produce efficient rules that produce a significant speed-up in
performance. In the first example a declarative instruction is compiled into a production
rule. After the rule is learned the model no longer has to retrieve the instruction, but can
act at once at the appropriate moment. The second example shows how previous
experience is compiled into a rule: in this particular case that a DC10 can be landed on a
wet runway. The model is able to fit human data across learning sessions at a general
level (number of planes landed), at the unit task level (time to complete certain sub-
tasks), and at the level of individual keystrokes.
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Figure. Examples of the production compilation process
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